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Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Reversed

OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal the opinion of an

Administrative Law Judge filed on June 27, 2013, finding

that the claimant proved by a preponderance of the evidence

that he sustained a compensable aggravation, or new injury,

to his left knee on August 9, 2012.  Our carefully conducted

de novo review of this claim in its entirety reveals that

the claimant suffered from a pre-existing degenerative

condition that was symptomatic shortly before the date of

his alleged accident.  We find that the claimant has failed

to prove that he suffered a compensable aggravation of a
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pre-existing condition.  Therefore, we reverse the

Administrative Law Judge's opinion. 

The record reveals that the claimant commenced his

employment with the respondent-employer on July 30, 2012. 

Prior to that date, on July 26, 2012, the claimant underwent

a pre-employment physical evaluation with Dr. Michael Lack. 

According to an Occupational Health Partners questionnaire

purportedly filled out by the claimant in connection with

that examination, the claimant checked “no” to, among other

things, a history of prior knee problems.

The claimant’s medical history reveals that just

one month prior to his pre-employment physical, on June 26,

2012, the claimant was seen by Dr. Brian Dickson of Dickson

Orthopedics for left knee complaints.  The history section

of Dr. Dickson’s report of that visit reflects the

following:

His [left] knee has developed
swelling in it again. He is
scheduled for surgery in about
3 weeks. He hasn’t had any new
injuries.

On physical examination, Dr. Dickson noted

effusion in the claimant’s left knee, slightly decreased

range of motion with minimal crepitus, and no obvious

instability.  Dr. Dickson assessed the claimant with left
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knee osteoarthritis with a meniscal tear.  In addition, Dr.

Dickson aspirated 60 cc’s of serosanguineous fluid from the

claimant’s left knee and injected it with steroids.  Dr.

Dickson reportedly expected to see the claimant back on his

date of surgery. 

The claimant testified that he went to work for

the respondent-employer shortly thereafter in the Bogie

Department.  According to the claimant, his duties consisted

of tire and rim assembly, and airing up tires.  The claimant

described his duties more fully as follows:

We would first take the rubber
tires off the trailers, and
we’d stack them up; so, we
could get them faster. Then,
we would assemble the rims,
put the stems in and tighten
them all up, and after they
became assembled onto the rim,
then, we’d slide them over and
air  - - tighten - - I’m
sorry, tighten up the air
gauges on them and air them
up. Then take them off and
take them out of the bins, and
then, we’d check the weight to
make sure it had the proper
air pressure in it.

The claimant testified that after they aired up

the tires and checked the gauges for proper inflation, they

rolled the tires back to the assembly line.  The claimant

stated that on August 9, 2012, he and his co-workers were in
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this final phase of this assembly process when he was

allegedly injured.  According to the claimant, the incident

occurred as follows:

Q. Okay. Now, on August the
9th, 2012, tell us what
happened.

A. Me and Robert was working,
and we were - - the line was
running pretty good that
morning; so, we was kind of
behind kind of. And - -
normally, you know, we all
work together anyway back
there. And so, Jim, he pitched
in and started helping me, and
I was bent over getting a tire
off - - assembling the air off
of one of them, bent over, and
that’s when he said - - I
heard him say, “Look out,” and
before I could turn around and
get up good, the tire slammed
into me. And there is an
actual slope kind of. You
know, the concrete’s not
level. 

The claimant testified that when the tire “slammed

into” the back of his left leg, it pinned him against

another tire off of which he was taking the air valve. 

According to the claimant, moving the tire off of his leg

required the assistance of his supervisor, Jim Grooms. 

Mr. Grooms testified first at the hearing before

the commission on April 5, 2013.  Mr. Grooms confirmed that
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all employees of the respondent-employer dry van assembly

plant must undergo a pre-employment physical.  With specific

regard to the incident of August 9, 2012, Mr. Grooms

affirmed that he was assisting the claimant at the time of

his alleged injury.  According to Mr. Grooms, the incident

happened as follows:

Okay. What happened was that
we were - - George, Mr. Willis
was performing putting the
tires on the rims, and we were
getting a little behind and he
was - - I went to assist, and
he was pulling one rack, and I
was pulling another, and a
tire - - I lost control of the
tire and it bumped Mr. Willis’
leg.

Mr. Grooms clarified that the tire in question was

a semi-tractor tire that weighed approximately one hundred

and fifty pounds.  Mr. Grooms stated that the claimant was

“backing a tire out of the rack” as he was coming towards

him from behind.  According to Mr. Grooms, the ground

between him and the claimant was level.  Further, Mr. Grooms

stated that the tire “mostly just brushed” the back of the

claimant’s leg.  Mr. Grooms testified that he asked the

claimant if he was “okay,” to which the claimant responded,

“No big deal.”  Mr. Grooms testified that, to the best of

his memory, the claimant’s body responded to the tire
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brushing against his leg by moving or sliding slightly

forward.  Mr. Grooms denied that the claimant fell or that

the tire fell on the claimant.  Further, Mr. Grooms denied

that the tire pinned the claimant’s leg agianst the wall,

the rack, or another tire.   Although he admitted that he

had to lift the tire up, he denied having to assist the

claimant up.  Mr. Grooms stated that he worked within 15

feet of the claimant all day on August 9, 2012, including

that afternoon, and that he did not observe the claimant

having problems with his left leg after the incident.

Former employee of the respondent-employer, 

Robert Whitson, testified on behalf of the claimant.  Mr.

Whitson confirmed that he worked in the same area as the

claimant on August 9, 2012, but he denied having been an

eyewitness to the incident whereby the claimant claims to

have injured his left knee.  According to Mr. Whitson, they

were in a rush on that particular day because they were “a

little bit behind.”  Mr. Whitson stated that he was in the

process of inflating a tire when he heard an “Ahhh.”  “So, I

turned around and looked to see what was going on,” he

further explained, “and Mr. Willis was standing there - - I

want to say he was by the stacks and they’re stacked about

so high (witness indicating), and it was a tire pressed up
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against his leg.”  Mr. Whitson stated that by then Mr.

Grooms was in the process of “taking the tire off” of the

claimant’s leg, and trying to help him “get up or whatever”

from being pinned by the tire.  Mr. Whitson recalled Mr.

Grooms asking the claimant if he was “okay,” to which he

heard the claimant reply, “Yeah, I’m okay. I’ll be alright.” 

 Mr. Whitson stated that the claimant approached him several

minutes following the incident and told him that his leg was

hurting.  Further, Mr. Whitson testified that he observed

swelling of the claimant’s left knee, and he saw the

claimant limping. 

Mr. Whitson later clarified that when he turned

around to observe what had happened, the tire was laying

against the back part of the claimant’s leg, like “it fell

up against him.”  Mr. Whitson could not attest to what the

claimant was doing at the time of this incident, but he

stated that when he first saw the claimant, he “seemed to be

leaning,” like he had been trying to “pick the rims up and

set them on a pallet.”  Mr. Whitson testified that he gave a

statement concerning the incident on the afternoon thereof.

On cross-examination, Mr. Whitson verified that

the tire would not have rolled down a slope before making

contact with the claimant.  Furthermore, Mr. Whitson
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admitted that he had no knowledge of the claimant’s previous

left-knee symptoms or of his medical treatment pursuant

thereto.  When asked if he had personal knowledge as to

whether it was unusual for the claimant’s knee to swell, Mr.

Whitson replied, “I don’t know nothing about no stuff like

that.”  Although Mr. Whitson stated that he had not become

hostile over being fired by the respondent-employer for poor

performance, he admitted that he felt as though he was being

treated unjustly.

According to the claimant, he was shaken from the

incident of August 9, 2012, but he tried to “shake it off”

over lunch.  The record demonstrates that the incident

happened sometime around noon, so shortly thereafter, the

claimant took his lunch break.  The claimant testified that

when he returned from lunch, he reported to Mr. Grooms that

his knee was swelling, then Kim Clayton assisted him in

filling out an accident report.  The claimant stated he was

seen later that day in clinic by Dr. Baker.  According to

the claimant, Dr. Baker placed him in a knee immobilizer and

issued him crutches.  We note that there is no medical

documentation to corroborate the claimant’s testimony in

this regard.  
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The next medical document of record from Dr.

Dickson is a clinic note dated September 27, 2012.  In the

History of Present Illness portion of that report, Dr.

Dickson stated as follows:

I saw him 3 months ago for his
left knee. We talked about
doing surgery. He at that time
had pain and swelling. I
aspirated his knee and
injected it and he got
complete relief. He was doing
well and now has injured his
knee at work.  A tire rolled
down a ramp and pinned him
against the wall. This
happened five or six weeks
ago. He says he was able to
stand on his feet for 10 hours
a day and work regular duty
until this happened. Now he is
having pain in his knee again.
He had an MRI done. He has
seen Dr. Lack. He has had some
therapy which helped slightly.
He is still having pain. They
fired him from his job. He is
trying to get Worker’s (sic)
Comp to help pay for it. 

On physical examination of the claimant, Dr.

Dickson observed tenderness along the claimant’s joint line

medially; decent range of motion with no obvious effusion;

no radicular findings; no instability; and, a regular

McMurray’s.  Furthermore, Dr. Dickson noted that x-rays

taken that day showed no acute findings, and that his review
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of the claimant’s MRI showed no tears or other acute

findings.  Dr. Dickson assessed the claimant with left knee

contusion, which he opined was work-related.  More

specifically, Dr. Dickson stated:

I do think his current problem
is from his work injury, even
though he had some pre-
existing arthritis. He reports
he was asymptomatic when he
hurt his knee.

On December 4, 2012, Dr. Dickens checked and

initialed the following pre-prepared statement:

It is my opinion to a
reasonable degree of medical
certainty, or at least 51%
probability based upon the
information presented to me,
including a history given by
the patient, that George
Willis’ work accident on
August 9, 2012, resulted in a
left knee injury and the need
for surgery.   

An operative report from Dr. Brian Dickson dated

December 17, 2012, reflects that the claimant underwent a

left knee arthroscopy with partial medial meniscectomy, with

medial and patellofemoral chondroplasty on that date.  The

claimant’s post-operative diagnosis was left knee medial

meniscus tear with osteoarthritis. 
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The claimant’s history of previous injuries

reflects that the claimant sustained a work-related injury

to his right knee in or around March of 2007.  The record

reflects that the claimant was treated at the NEA Baptist

Orthopedic Clinic by Drs. Henry Stroope and Jason Brandt. 

An NEA clinic note dated July 23, 2007, states as follows:

According to Mr. Willis’
story, he had an injury to his
right knee back in March of
2007 when he was at work at
ARI working on some railroad
cars and his fellow employees
accidently dropped a heavy,
100 pound welder onto the top
of his right knee. He had
onset of knee pain at that
time and was treated by Dr.
Schechter in Paragould, AR,
who is an orthopedic surgeon
there. He underwent MRI
scanning of the knee, which
showed an MCL sprain.
Ultimately, he underwent
arthroscopy of his right knee
and was found to have at least
two loose bodies in his knee,
a chondral defect to the
medial femoral condyle and a
posterior horn medial meniscal
tear.  Postoperatively, he
initially did okay, but had
continued pain requiring
injections with steroids and I
believe Synvisc, as well.  The
patient has continued to do
poorly and is continuing to
have knee pain. He wanted to
be seen by another physician,
as he felt like he hasn’t
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gotten better with the current
treatment.  

Upon reviewing the claimant’s past objective

diagnostic reports and Dr. Schechter’s surgical report, Dr.

Stroope concluded that the claimant had received an

appropriate course of medical treatment for his right knee

injury, and he opined that the claimant’s continuing right

knee pain would likely be chronic pain associated with

osteoarthritis.  The record reflects that the claimant

continued to receive medical treatment for his right knee

thereafter.  In addition, the claimant testified that he

received a substantial settlement from American Railcar, as

well as a 16% permanent physical impairment rating for his

right knee injury.   

On August 12, 2008, the claimant presented to Dr.

Stroope for right knee, back, neck, and hip pain due to an

automobile accident.  The history of that accident was

provided to Dr. Stroope by the claimant as follows:

Mr. George Willis is seen
today for a complaint of neck
pain, low back pain, and right
knee pain. He was apparently
in a car accident recently
when he was sitting in a
parked car in the automated
car wash when a vehicle behind
him somehow was rammed into
the rear of his stationary
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vehicle. He suffered a
whiplash injury to his neck,
some low back pain, and an
injury to his right knee. 

As far as the claimant’s right knee was concerned,

Dr. Stroope stated, “I think he just has an exacerbation of

his osteoarthritis of his knee.”  A subsequent MRI of the

claimant’s cervical spine showed annular bulging at C4-5

with mild central canal narrowing.  Axial images of C5-6

demonstrated a bulge with mild central canal narrowing

without significant stenosis.

On September 22, 2008, the claimant was evaluated

by Dr. Robert Abraham for continuing neck, back, and

bilateral hip pain which resulted from his recent motor

vehicle accident.  According to Dr. Abraham, the claimant

displayed a limp, “giving to the [left] leg” immediately

after standing up” which became normal after 3 to 4 steps. 

The claimant continued under Dr. Abraham’s care for his

wreck-related symptoms, and on October 30, 2008, underwent a

total body myelogram.  In his follow-up report of that

study, Dr. Abraham stated that this testing revealed mild to

moderate disk bulges at C4-5, C5-6, and C6-7 with some cord

contact.  In addition, osteoarthritis was observed at L1-2,

with mild stenosis.  An NCV/EMG study conducted on December
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4, 2008, was positive for carpal tunnel syndrome. 

Thereafter, the claimant received injection therapy from Dr.

Greaser that was reportedly beneficial in relieving his

multiple, degenerative  symptoms.  

The record reveals that the claimant had a

subsequent motor vehicle accident in or around April 30,

2010, while working for a company called Five Star Medical

Mobility.  Subsequent diagnostic testing showed moderate

left-sided central canal stenosis at C4-5, eccentric to a

left-sided posterior disc bulge at that level.  In addition,

moderately severe left-sided bony neuroforaminal stenosis

was seen at C3-6.  The claimant also sustained a left wrist

fracture as a result of that accident.  

The record reflects that the claimant returned to

Dr. Jason Brandt and Dr. Henry Stroope at NEA following this

accident.  The record further reflects that the claimant

eventually came under the care of Jonesboro neurosurgeon,

Dr. Terry Lichtor, for his cervical complaints.  An NCV/EMG

study conducted on July 14, 2010, reaffirmed that the

claimant had mild carpal tunnel syndrome on the left. 

According to an office note from Dr. Brandt dated July 22,

2010, the claimant was scheduled to undergo a left carpal

tunnel release.  Dr. Brandt’s clinic report further reflects
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that the claimant was “apparently going to surgery on his

neck.”  In deposition testimony, the clamant confirmed that

Dr. Lichtor had scheduled him for cervical surgery, then

changed his mind.  The claimant agreed that Dr. Litchor

eventually returned him to work with lifting restrictions

and no bending, squatting, or stooping.  The claimant stated

that he re-injured his neck in 2011, while working for a new

employer, namely Harvest Rice.  The claimant testified that

he had gotten this job through a temporary agency.  The

claimant agreed that he filled out a workers’ compensation

claim and that he missed work as a result of that claim.  

Subsequently, the claimant worked a few more

temporary jobs before he began working for the respondent-

employer.  One of those jobs was with a company named

Paramount, where the claimant sustained a finger injury in

2012, in the form of a broken finger.  The claimant

testified that he was treated by Dr. Michael Moore for that

injury.  Dr. Moore eventually returned the claimant to light

duty work following that injury.   

The claimant agreed that the last temporary job he

took was for a company called Nicepack, and that he did not

work after that for several months; or, until he began

working for the respondent-employer.  The claimant admitted
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that he was treated for left knee problems by Dr. Dickson in

that interim.   

The record reflects that on May 31, 2012, the

claimant was seen by Dr. Dickson for an initial consult

regarding swelling and pain of his left knee.  According to

the clinic report of that visit, the claimant informed Dr.

Dickson that he played football in college, but that he had

not had any recent injuries.  Further, the claimant reported

to Dr. Dickson that he had been having problems with his

left knee for the past six months.  X-rays of the claimant’s

left knee taken on that date showed “overall pretty good

joint space,” with mild arthritic changes.  Dr. Dickson

aspirated 40 cc’s of seroanguineous fluid from the

claimant’s left knee, and referred him for an MRI.  That

study, which was conducted on June 6, 2012, showed some

deformity of the medial meniscus with some osteophytosis and

slight extrusion.  No definite tears were detected by that

study, however.  Dr. Dickson assessed the claimant with left

knee pain and effusion. 

Upon follow-up with Dr. Dickson on June 12, 2012,

Dr. Dickson noted that the claimant’s “knees are continuing

to bother him,” and that he had developed fluid in his left

knee again.  Further, the claimant reported “episodes of
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catching and locking.”  Upon physical examination of the

claimant’s left knee, Dr. Dickson noted tenderness along the

joint line, especially medial; pain with McMurray’s; mild

crepitus; a small effusion; decent range of motion; and, no

instability.  Dr. Dickson revised his assessment of the

claimant’s condition to include a “probable medial meniscus

tear.”  Dr. Dickson stated that the claimant’s prior

aspiration and injections had provided temporary relief, but

that the claimant was interested in an arthroscopic

procedure as a long-term solution.  Further, Dr. Dickson

noted that the claimant was aware that this procedure would

not “cure his arthritis,” from which Dr. Dickson explained

to the claimant that he would continue to have problems in

his left knee “off and on over the years.”  Dr. Dickson’s

stated goal for the proposed arthroscopic procedure was to

“Hopefully ... get him some relief where he can be more

active and continue to work.”   As previously discussed, the

next time the claimant returned to Dr. Dickson was on June

26, 2012, approximately one month before he started to work

for the respondent-employer.

Upon further examination at the hearing before the

commission, the claimant admitted that he falsified

information on his pre-employment, Medical History
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questionnaire.  More specifically, the claimant agreed that

he answered “no” to at least 10 questions that, had he

answered honestly, required “yes” responses.  Those

questions included whether the claimant had a prior history

of bone or joint deformity; fractures; swollen or painful

joints, arthritis or bursitis; neck injury including

whiplash; back trouble, including sciatica or lumbar strain;

disc disease or ruptured disc; trick or locking knees;

admission to a hospital; and, recommended surgery.  Further,

the claimant agreed that he failed to reflect on this form

that he had been discharged from the military for medical

reasons.  When pressed concerning the condition of his left

knee at the time of his hire, the claimant insisted that his

knee problems had resolved after Dr. Dickson “took the fluid

out.”  Therefore, according to the claimant, he “didn’t have

a locked knee anymore” when he was hired by the respondent-

employer.   

The claimant returned to Dr. Dickson on September

27, 2012.  The record shows that the claimant underwent left

knee arthroscopy with partial medial meniscectomy and medial

and patelofemoral chondroplasty on December 17, 2012.  The

claimant disagreed that his left-knee arthroscopy was

essential to correct pre-existing problems, in spite of
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medical documentation indicating otherwise.  

Finally, the claimant testified that he currently

receives Social Security Disability benefits for conditions

other than his left knee. 

Human Resources Manager for the respondent-

employer, Christopher Tucker, testified at the hearing on

April 5, 2013.  Mr. Tucker explained that it is his job to

conduct interviews and to send new hires for their

employment-related physical examinations with Dr. Lack. 

According to Mr. Tucker, Dr. Lack maintains the Medical

History questionnaires and he sends the respondent-

employer’s the results of each physical, “basically, letting

us know only that this person is qualified for duty, no

restrictions, or with restrictions,” explained Mr. Tucker. 

Mr. Tucker further explained that Dr. Lack’s physicals were

not considered “full-body” evaluations, in that, other than

routine checks such as blood pressure, hearing, and

eyesight, only conditions that are checked “yes” on the

questionnaire are specifically followed-up on by Dr. Lack. 

Mr. Tucker stated that the claimant was fired from his

employment with the respondent-employer for falsification of

hire documents, and that the questionnaire related to the

claimant’s physical examination was considered a hire
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document.  Mr. Tucker agreed that both the employer and Dr.

Lack rely on the truthfulness of the questions in the

questionnaire in the pre-employment process.  

The record verifies that the claimant was

previously seen in Dr. Lack’s clinic on May 2, 2011, for

back pain associated with his March 10, 2011, injury. 

Further, it was noted in the clinic report of that date that

the claimant’s left knee had fluid on it.  However, on

cross-examination, Mr. Tucker could not answer for Dr. Lack

as to whether he had prior knowledge of the claimant’s left

knee condition at the time of his pre-hire physical.  Based

upon his knowledge of the industry, Mr. Tucker estimated

that Dr. Lack sees 250 industrial patients per week.

On appeal, the respondents challenge the

compensability of the clamant’s left knee injury.  More

specifically, the respondents contend that the claimant did

not sustain a compensable injury within the course and scope

of his employment as the employment was not casually related

to his injury.  We agree that the claimant has failed to

show a causal connection between  his alleged injury and his

employment, or even that he sustained a new injury. 

Therefore, we find that the claimant has failed to prove

compensability.
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Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A)(i) (Supp. 2009)

defines "compensable injury" as "[a]n accidental injury

causing internal or external physical harm to the body ...

arising out of and in the course of employment and which

requires medical services or results in disability or death. 

An injury is ‘accidental’ only if it is caused by a specific

incident and is identifiable by time and place of

occurrence."  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Westbrook, 77 Ark.

App. 167, 72 S.W.3d 889 (2002).  The phrase "arising out of

the employment refers to the origin or cause of the

accident," so the employee was required to show that a

causal connection exists between the injury and his

employment.  Gerber Products v. McDonald, 15 Ark. App. 226,

691 S.W.2d 879 (1985).

Objective medical evidence, while necessary to

establish the existence and extent of an injury, is not

essential to establish a causal relationship between the

injury and the work related accident.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

v. VanWagner, 337 Ark. App. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999). 

Notwithstanding Dr. Dickson’s medical opinion that

the claimant’s work activities resulted in a left knee

injury and the need for surgery, Dr. Dickson noted that he

relied on the history presented to him by the claimant. 
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Quite frankly, we find that the claimant is an unreliable

historian.  Therefore, we assign little probative value to

Dr. Dickson’s opinion of causation in this matter. 

Questions concerning the credibility of witnesses

and the weight to be given to their testimony are within the

exclusive province of the Commission.  Powers v. City of

Fayetteville, 97 Ark. App 251, 248 S.W.3d 516 (2007).  When

there are contradictions in the evidence, it is within the

Commission’s province to reconcile conflicting evidence and

to determine the true facts.  Cedar Chem. Co. v. Knight, 99

Ark. App. 162, 258 S.W.3d 394 (2007).  The Commission is not

required to believe the testimony of the claimant or any

other witness, but may accept and translate into findings of

fact only those portions of the testimony that it deems

worthy of belief.  Id.  However, the Commission may not

arbitrarily disregard the testimony of any witness. 

Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230, 184

S.W.3d 31 (2004).

A review of the medical records clearly

demonstrates that the claimant falsified information on his

pre-employment, Medical questionnaire.  And, judging by the

number of questions that the claimant admittedly answered

wrong, this was an intentional act. Whether the claimant did
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so in order to secure employment with the respondent-

employer is purely speculative; however, it is undisputed by

the credible testimony of Mr. Tucker that the claimant lost

this employment due to his dishonesty.  As an administrative

agency charged with deciding questions of credibility, we

cannot ignore the significance of the claimant’s false

reporting to the outcome of his claim.  More specifically,

the medical record shows that the claimant had a number of

accidents and health issues prior to his alleged injury of

August 9, 2012.  These accidents included four that the

claimant claimed were work-related, to include a right knee

injury in 2006; neck, back, shoulder, and left wrist

injuries from an allegedly work-related car accident in

2010; a neck injury in 2011; and, a broken finger in 2012. 

In addition to these work-related events, the claimant had a

motorcycle accident in 2008, which resulted in a whiplash

that caused the claimant to be off work for some time. 

Moreover and more importantly, the claimant started seeing

Dr. Dickson in May of 2012, for a six-month history of left

knee complaints.  Because the claimant was off of work for

several months prior to his employment with the respondent-

employer, we note that his left knee problems, which

consisted mostly of swelling and mobility issues, occurred
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during a time that he was not even working.

Clearly, from May through June of 2012, Dr.

Dickson actively treated the claimant’s left knee.  In

addition to medications, Dr. Dickson aspirated a substantial

amount of fluid from the clamant’s knee during that time,

and he injected the claimant’s left knee with steroids as a

temporary fix until the claimant could have surgery.   

Further, according to Dr. Dickson’s interpretation

of an MRI conducted on June 6, 2012, this study showed

deformity of the medial meniscus with some osteophytosis and

slight extrusion, without definite tears detected.  On June

12, 2012, the claimant added “episodes of catching and

locking” to his left knee complaints.  Upon physical

examination of the claimant’s left knee on that date, Dr.

Dickson noted tenderness along the joint line, especially

medial; pain with McMurray’s; mild crepitus; a small

effusion; decent range of motion; and, no instability. 

Therefore, Dr. Dickson revised his assessment of the

claimant’s condition to include a “probable medial meniscus

tear.”  Further, Dr. Dickson noted that the claimant was

aware that an arthroscopic procedure would not “cure his

arthritis,” and he acknowledged that he would continue to

have problems with arthritis in his left knee “off and on
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over the years.”  Thus, Dr. Dickson’s stated goal for this

proposed arthroscopic procedure was to “Hopefully ... get

him some relief where he can be more active and continue to

work.”  It is axiomatic, therefore, that Dr. Dickson clearly

anticipated in June of 2012, that the claimant would be

unable to work due to the degenerative condition of his left

knee without surgical intervention. 

Further, upon physical examination of the claimant

subsequent to his alleged injury and prior to his surgery,

Dr. Dickson observed similar symptoms that the claimant was

having before his alleged injury, to include tenderness

along the claimant’s joint line medially.  Interestingly

enough, when Dr. Dickson first reviewed the claimant’s MRI

report from June of 2012, he stated that it showed no tears

or other acute findings, versus a probable tear.  Following

a subsequent pre-injury examination, Dr. Dickson revised his

opinion to include that the claimant likely suffered from a

left knee, medial meniscal tear.  In spite of basically the

same clinical findings and a fairly consistent

interpretation of the claimant’s previous diagnostic

studies, however, in September of 2012, Dr. Dickson yet

again changed his assessment of the claimant’s condition

from osteoarthritis with a probable meniscus tear to simply
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a left knee contusion, which he opined was work-related. 

And, even though Dr. Dickson acknowledged that the claimant

had “some pre-existing arthritis,” he apparently relied on

the claimant’s report that he was asymptomatic when he hurt

his knee in order to form this opinion.  The claimant’s

operative report confirms that the claimant suffered from a

meniscal tear, which, by all accounts, was pre-existing. 

However, Dr. Dickson clearly relied on the history provided

to him by the claimant in forming his opinion concerning

causation, inasmuch as the medical record reflects that he

did.  Due to the claimant’s lack of credibility, which we

note was questioned by the commission in a prior hearing, as

much weight as might normally be given to a treating

doctor’s opinion about causation cannot be afforded to Dr.

Dickson’s opinion in this claim.  This conclusion is

supported by Dr. Dickson’s alternating pre-operative

diagnosis.  Finally, the claimant has failed to provide

medical proof by a preponderance of the credible evidence

that the left-knee condition for which he was treated

subsequent to his alleged injury of August 9, 2012, was

different from the condition that he suffered from prior to

this incident.  Therefore, he has failed to provide

objective medical findings to support a new injury, or
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aggravation to his pre-existing condition as a result of

events on August 8, 2012.

Furthermore, we note that the claimant was treated

for his left knee by Dr. Dickson biweekly from May 31

through June 26, 2012.  This treatment included routine

aspiration and injections.  And, while this treatment

provided the claimant with temporary relief from his

symptoms, it was not intended to be a permanent  solution in

that Dr. Dickson clearly anticipated that the claimant would

soon undergo arthroscopy.  Moreover, even with an

arthroscopic procedure, Dr. Dickson warned the claimant that

he should expect to continue to have problems with his left

knee due to arthritis, just as he has admittedly had with

his right.  Therefore, just because the claimant was able to

work for approximately one week prior to his alleged injury

does not automatically mean that he was asymptomatic prior

to that event.  Rather, the record demonstrates that the

claimant was under active, ongoing treatment for his left

knee at the time of his alleged accident, and that surgery

was anticipated for his left knee in the near future, in

part, so that he could continue to work.  In addition, even

though the claimant complained to his co-worker, Mr.

Whitson, of pain and swelling in his left knee following the
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work-related incident, this witness testified that he had no

knowledge of the claimant’s prior knee problems.  Therefore,

with only the claimant’s self-serving testimony on which to

rely, the record is devoid of credible evidence that the

claimant’s knee was not, in fact, already swollen and

symptomatic  at the time of the incident.  The medical

record indicates that fluid would form on the claimant’s

left knee within weeks of aspiration, and that he would

develop mechanical problems and catching and locking related

thereto.  Considering the claimant’s pattern of recent

symptoms, it is more likely than not that the claimant’s

knee had once again become symptomatic by the time of his

alleged compensable injury in that it had been over a month

since the claimant had fluid aspirated from his left knee. 

Therefore, it is more likely than not that any swelling and

symptoms associated therewith that may have occurred

contemporaneously with the claimant’s alleged August 8,

2012, injury, would have occurred regardless of said injury. 

Finally, we note that Dr. Dickson relied on the results of

the claimant’s pre-injury MRI in determining that, as of

September 2012, the claimant still needed surgery.  Since no

new diagnostic tests were performed following the claimant’s

alleged injury, the results of the pre-incident MRI -
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however Dr. Dickson chose to interpret them at any given

time - were unchanged.  Thus, Dr. Dickson failed to re-

recommend arthroscopy based upon new, objective medical

findings.  Instead, he relied solely on the claimant’s

history of symptoms and events.  It is well established that

a medical opinion based solely upon claimant’s history and

own subjective belief that a medical condition is related to

a compensable injury is not a substitute for credible

evidence.  Brewer v. Paragould Housing Authority, Full

Commission Opinion, January 22, 1996 (Claim No. E417617).  

Moreover, the Commission is not bound by a doctor’s opinion

which is based largely on facts related to him by claimant

where there is no sufficient independent knowledge upon

which to corroborate the claimant’s claim.  Roberts v. Leo-

Levi Hospital, 8 Ark. App. 184, 649 S.W.2d 402 (1983).  

With regard to lay testimony, we find Mr. Grooms

testimony more credible than Mr. Whitson’s testimony, in

that Mr. Grooms was an eyewitness to the incident of August

9, 2012, whereas Mr. Whitson was admittedly not.  Moreover,

while Mr. Whitson’s testimony was somewhat vague and

ambiguous, it was not entirely inconsistent with statements

made by Mr. Grooms.  For example, Mr. Grooms stated that the

tire impacted the claimant’s leg only slightly, whereas Mr.
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Whitson testified that when he turned around to observe what

had happened, the tire was laying against the back part of

the claimant’s leg, like “it fell up against him.”  Mr.

Whitson could not state how hard the tire had impacted the

back of the claimant’s leg, however, because he did not see

it impact the claimant’s leg.  Mr. Whitson saw the claimant

and the tire after the incident as Mr. Grooms was lifting

the tire away from the claimant, which is consistent with

Mr. Groom’s testimony that he had lifted the tire away from

the claimant.  Furthermore, Mr. Whitson was ambivalent as to

whether the claimant had fallen, was pinned against

something, etc., in that he initially testified that he

turned around to see the claimant “standing there” with the

tire pressed up against his leg as Mr. Grooms was taking the

tire off of the claimant’s leg and trying to help the

claimant “get up or whatever.”  Whereas Mr. Grooms admitted

that he had to lift the tire up, he denied having to assist

the claimant up.   Moreover, Mr. Whitson’s testimony is

consistent with Mr. Grooms’ that the floor was not sloped,

and that Mr. Grooms asked the claimant if he was “okay,” to

which the claimant gave an affirmative response.  Therefore,

as between the testimony of lay witnesses, we find that Mr.

Grooms is the more credible witness. 
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Based on the above and foregoing, to include

medical evidence and the testimony of witnesses,  we find

that the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that he sustained a new injury or an

aggravation to a pre-existing condition as supported by

objective medical findings due to an incident at work on

August 8, 2012.  Therefore, compensability must be denied.

The decision of the Administrative Law Judge is hereby

reversed and dismissed.

                               
                         A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                
               KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the entire record,

I must respectfully dissent from the majority opinion. 

The claimant sought medical and indemnity benefits for

his left knee injury.

Before the August 9, 2012 accident, the

claimant experienced some effusion and pain in his left

knee, which responded well to aspiration of fluid and
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injection of steroids. The claimant had pre-existing

osteoarthritis.  A June 2012 MRI showed “narrowing of

the medial joint space with slight extrusion of the

meniscus.  Slight deformity of the medial meniscus but

no tear.”  Dr. Dickson suspected a small tear and

suggested surgery, but after more than one fluid

aspiration and steroid injection, the claimant was able

to avoid surgery and even to avoid further medical

intervention from June 26 until after August 9, 2012. 

The claimant was able to work in a heavy position on his

feet all day, prior to August 9, 2012.  His supervisor,

an adverse witness, and a co-worker testified that he

did not exhibit left knee limitations or problems before

the accident. 

On August 9, the credible testimony reveals

that the claimant’s left leg was impacted by a 150-pound

tire, which had to be lifted off of his leg and which

resulted in immediate swelling.  This event was

immediately reported.  After the accident, the claimant

had joint effusion and pain, more severe in nature,

which interfered with his ability to work, and which

could not be managed conservatively, as it had been

before the accident.  On December 17, 2012, he had
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surgery which revealed a partially torn medial meniscus. 

The fact that the claimant had a condition,

with some symptoms, pre-existing the accident is

insufficient to defeat the claim, where the claimant’s

symptoms increased after the accident, where his pre-

accident symptoms had been resolved for more than a

month before the accident, and where he could work

before the accident but could not after the accident. 

Further, a pre-accident MRI showed only some deforming

but no tear, while a tear was revealed in post-accident

surgery.  A causal connection is established when the

compensable injury is found to be “a factor” in the

resulting need for medical treatment, without regard to

the question of major cause.  Williams v. L&W

Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383 (2004).

I would award the claimant appropriate medical

and indemnity benefits for his compensable left knee

injury, including the surgery performed by Dr. Dickson.

For the foregoing reasons, I must respectfully

dissent from the majority opinion.

                                
                         PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


